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MAXIMISE SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY
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VERTICAL STORING LEVELLER FEATURES

 Overhead door closes all the way to the pit floor,
         providing better environmental control over
         temperature and humidity extremes.
 Prevent dust, insect and rodent from entering, and the
         the tight seal provides additional security by minimizing
         points of entry when the dock is not being used.
 Vertical storing position allows for easy routine pit
         cleaning or full washdown.
 The maintenance/safety support system ensures safe
         access to the pit.
 Drive-Thru Application maintains security and
         environmental control.
 Protection for your closed overhead door.
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A VERY SMOOTH MOVE

Rite Hite, Ulti Group's supplier of Dock
products, is continuallydeveloping innovative
solutions to improve loading dock safety by
helping to prevent loading dock accidents, as
well as helping to eliminate the serious
condition known as Dock Shock from your
facility. 

Dock Shock is the constant jolting and
jarring caused by a forkli� crossing
over the bumps and gaps of a
traditional dock leveller, resulting in
exposure to whole-body vibration. 

An extended lip chamfer provides
a smooth transition from the trailer
bed onto the leveller.

Two-point crown control on the
front lip hinge distributes the load
evenly, smoothes out the transition
between the leveler and the trailer
bed, and extends the hinge life.

The constant-radius rear hinge
creates a smooth transition
between the leveler and the
warehouse floor.



PIT CONFIGURATIONS TO MEET YOUR FACILITY’S NEEDS
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T-STYLE PIT

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Ulti Group's vertical storing hydraulic
leveller is part of a total integrated
system that is:

 Redesigned for today’s dock traffic
 Customized for your specific needs
 Engineered to provide safer
         working conditions

1. Smooth transition between loading
     dock and trailer, reducing jolts to
     forkli� operators and minimizing
     product and equipment damage.

2. Constant-pressure push-button
      controls keep your operator in
      control of the platform at all times.

3. Structural durability from a single
      platform and li�ing cylinder and
      two additional beams allow for no
      more than 20cm of unsupported
      deck space, providing superior
      support for 3-wheel li� trucks.

4. Lip system prevents costly bed
      damage that could occur with
      powered-in and powered-out lips.

The T-Style pit configuration allows access to wall-mounted controls, increases floor space for product
staging and pallet storage, and eliminates gaps or “drop zones” when the platform is down.

Photo shows 6’ long dock leveler.
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5. Environmentally friendly
      biodegradable fluid.

6. Smooth leveller free-float – A
      mechanical counterbalance
      valve allows the leveller to
      float freely when a load is
      applied so that it constantly
      follows the trailer bed – even
      during a loss of power.

7. Power-up/power-down unit
     doesn’t rely on gravity for
     leveller operation.

8. Optional under leveller seal
      saves energy and helps prevent
      dirt and debris from entering
      pit.

9. Pump, motor and valving can
      be mounted beneath the
      deck (shown) or can be
      remote mounted.

10. Run-off guards help protect a
        driver from accidentally
        driving off the side.

11. Tilt-back control stores the
       leveller over-center, reducing
       the pressure on the hydraulic
       system.

CONTINUOUS PIT

Photo shows 1.83m long dock leveller.

The Continuous Pit configuration allows for easy, routine cleaning or full wash-down.
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MAXIMIZE SECURITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
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DRIVE-THRU
With Ulti Group's Drive-Thru Application, your facility is more secure and the interior climate is well
maintained.

 Helps ensure an uninterrupted cold chain.   Custom designed for your facility.

Contact Ulti Group to find out how our design experts can help implement the Drive-Thru
Application in your facility.

Vertically stored over - center, allowing the
overhead door to remain closed when not in
use.

Trailer doors can remain closed and truck driver
does not need to get out of the cab.

Dock attendant opens the trailer doors inside
of the building and lowers the leveler into
position.

Loading/unloading process takes place like a
standard pit-mounted leveler.
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YOUR TOTAL SOLUTION

The Vertical Storing Hydraulic Leveller is part of a total integrated solution developed for
today’s industrial markets,including:

1. Ulti Dock Seals & Shelters

2. Under Leveller PitMaster Seal

3. Ulti Vehicle Restraints

4. Dok-Commander® Combination 
     Control Panel

5. Interlocks and interconnects help
     maintain safety, security and
     environmental control.

The optional Dok Commander
Combination Control Panel serves as an
operational hub for your
complete dock system.

The optional Ulti Under-leveller
Seal provides a
tight seal against the pit floor
when leveler is in use, helping
to control energy loss as well
as prevent dust and debris
from entering the pit.
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